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1 Introduction 

 
In Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania are 343 fashion and textile companies - 20 companies 
are suitable in the medium and small business sector to a maximum of 50 employees. The 
majority are micro-enterprises with max. 10 employees. About the gender distribution, 
there has been for Mecklenburg- Vorpommern ( MV) no investigations . From nationwide 
surveys, however, indicate that the area is dominated by women of over 51%. 
Mecklenburg- Vorpommern has not evolved over the fashion and textile industry. The 
industrial sector of the manufacturing sector was not yet in the public interest, since only 1 
% of companies are active in this area in the MV.  

 
Special training for this industry area , such as in the tourism sector could not be identified, 
so that difficult market conditions for newly established and existing fashion SMEs exist in 
MV, although an increase of new business in the last one / two years in MV was recorded . 
Persons who have been trained in other regions, returned to their homeland to start a 
existence. They complained about the lack of conditions such as production potential, an 
industry-related network or in-service advanced training for women entrepreneurs, such 
as coaching by industry experts in MV. 

 
A first private fashion design school was founded in Schwerin in 2004. The practice-
oriented training includes some of the crafting skills, such as sewing. However, what is 
insufficient for an innovative and sustainable fashion and textile industry, although 
favorable conditions in MV are present. MV has renewable resources (eg nettle, hemp , flax, 
kelp, wool from sheep and goat leather ) which are ideal for an innovative and sustainable 
fashion and textile industry. In collaboration of research, agriculture and application-
oriented companies such as the fashion and textile industry here consist economic 
potential for Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, which could be developed. Since is missing 
for the training of crafts especially for the textile industry, which is required be for rural 
areas for the use of renewable resources and represents a potential for MV such as the 
creation of jobs. 
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Against the backdrop of difficult market conditions, the fashion MKUs in MV the profession 
and its education and training along the value-chain of the fashion and textile industry in 
this analysis highlights, examines their potential for the fashion SMEs in Mecklenburg 
Vorpommern and appropriate training for specific adaptation to this area named. 
The present investigations are based on existing studies and surveys of stakeholders in the 
fashion and textile industry. 

 
2 The fashion and textile industry in the structural change 

2.1 The fashion and textile industry in the structural change 

The fashion industry is defined by the EU Commission in the design, manufacturing of 
materials and fashion items such as clothing, footwear, leather and fur goods, jewelry and 
accessories. It is an industry of the manufacturing sector ¬ better with a female share of EU 
wide 45% and in Germany 51% 1 

 
In Germany, the fashion industry is divided based on statistical collection in clothing and 
textile industry. Nationwide, there are 159 companies2 the clothing industry with 27,770 
employees. The textile industry with about 3943 companies employs preferential in July 
2013 52.957 people in Deutschland.4 The number of firms is likely to be higher because 
statistically , only those companies were recorded employing 50 or more employees. The 
industry is very fragmented. In Mecklenburg -Western Pomerania 
(MV ) are only 12 out of 3435 companies included in the aforementioned Federal number. 
The rest are small and micro enterprises. The fashion industry is particularly affected by 
structural change. The short evaluating time with currently up to four development 
periods in the year, has meant that production was relocated to a large extent abroad with 
low wages. Remained in Germany for much of the development of design and part of the 
production of high quality clothing and textiles in the historically developed areas of 
Baden- Württemberg, Bavaria, North Rhine-Westphalia, Saxony and Thuringia as well as 
the fashion business. The rising costs of production in the emerging markets and the 
logistics costs and shorter production- and sales-times leave a positive development 
towards Europe suspect. They cause first company, their production back to Europe.6 This 
presents an opportunity for economic development of the fashion industry. 
The structural change is reflected not only the globalization of industries on other levels, 
which are caused by the individualisation and decentralization. The individualisation 
causes a design need and an increasing personal expression, for example, individually and 
personally made or fashioned clothes.  
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The trend researcher Prof. Peter Wippermann underpins this in his analysis of the hand-
working trend Germany for the Federation for manual labor "Initiative Handarbeit eV " and 
his book -cap index 2014. According to his survey, a value¬change with more freedom and 
responsibility, in which occurs the Do it Yourself ( DIY) - and crafted scene more and more 
works7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Source: http://www.initiative-handarbeit.de/de/Presse/meldungen/Marktinformation.php 

The annual increase -formers sales of handcrafts. 2012, the turnover was almost 1.2 billion, 
which increased from 2011 to 2012 by 15%.  

 
  
Especially the segments 
yarns and fabrics for sewing 
and knitting set 
significantly. 
  
 

 

 

Figure 2 Source: http://www.initiative-handarbeit.de/de/Presse/meldungen/Marktinformation.php 
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The interesting thing about this development is the age structure of the predominantly 
female hand workers. According to the above analysis, the proportion of young women 
under 30 years is 15 %, 38% between 30 and 49 years and 37 % are 50 years or older. 

 

 

Figure 3 Source: http://www.initiative-handarbeit.de/de/Presse/meldungen/Marktinformation.php 

 

Increasing Offers and demands of hobby courses on crafts for knitting, felting, spinning, 
etc. of the community colleges and private providers emphasize this need. A craft that is 
seeing renewed interest by the media in young people. About Internet platforms with 
appropriate blogs, communities and online sales platforms such as the Dawanda.com own 
creations will be presented, discussed and sold. This access via the Internet is a potential 
for a route from the hobby into an independence regardless of location represents the 
Offering gutters experience themselves as designers, what more joy of life awakens. 
This is a trend to use smaller labels / designer and let some small-scale stuff of hand knit or 
in small series industrial seamstresses their collections of former or customize Close to the 
village in a sheltered workshop. 
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Accordingly, the creative experience and the development of creative Potentials are 
promoted in professional direction and carried out an economic growth of the fashion and 
textile industry. Also according to the design needs of young people established 
themselves more private design and fashion schools in Germany. Through professional 
training in fashion and textile field, these young people grapple with society and reflect 
with their inter alia, by the visibility of the design. With this reflection, the designer, the 
flows for the environmentally conscious and sustainable fashion is getting stronger. The 
question of alternatives such as renewable raw materials, upcycling or thinking in cycles of 
reusability is louder. Accordingly, we find the following areas with future prospects: 

1. Biological and sustainability-oriented garment and textile companies 

 fashion labels, such as Umsana from Berlin use only vegan materials , materials 
which do not come from animals , such as recent developments from Soyamilk and 
pollution- free paint . However, these substances can not be sourced from 
Germany, since they are not developed in Germany 

 Young fashion brands develop fashion from recycled material such as plastic or add 
value to it, as in Upcylinglabel. 

 The stinging nettle as Naturgarn was among others rediscovered by Dr. Heiko Beck 
House who wants to explore with his company in MV such as the anti -bacterial 
effect and develop. Interest and the possibilities of cooperation signaled both 
research and clothing industry. The support of the policy and agriculture 
are existing barriers here. 

2. Functional clothing, such as industrial and occupational clothing, Sportswear, which 
are subjected to special their conditions. 

3. Technical textiles, the new challenges particularly through the development of new 
smart textiles and taking into account the recyclability. 

4. Smart textiles that are functionally used for example in the automotive industry or 
renewable energy and want to be also used in various forms for the clothing industry 
by designer. 

5. Interdisciplinary new business models on the Internet , taking into account technical 
developments such as 3D dimensioning, software for own creative possibility or 3D 
printer, about the clothing itself can already be prepared are opportunities for start-
ups. 
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The designer of innovative and sustainable fashion and textile developers of renewable 
resources presented in the interview also as the working paper of the European 
Commission he ¬ out that in the networked cooperation along the value chain from 
research, development and the various application possibilities and modern business 
models have great potential for a is innovative clothing and textile industry exists. The 
story so far only limited political support found in Germany. 

 
2.2 Fashion SMEs in MV 
 

The parallel commissioned analysis on "Identification of suitable support measures for 
small and medium companies in the fashion industry in Mecklenburg-Pomerania / 
Germany" already includes the small and medium sized companies in the fashion and 
textile industry in Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania , a detailed definition and explanation, 
so here it can be largely avoided . 

The fashion industry in MV comprises according to the above analysis currently 343 textile 
and clothing company with about 900 employees. The corporate structure is very 
fragmented. 20 companies have 50 or more employees, of which 12 companies more than 
2 million in sales and # 8 companies generate less than 2 million # sales. 26 companies 
have a turnover of up to one million Euros with a maximum of 10 employees. The majority 
- 86.6 % - of the companies are in the micron range with no or a maximum of 10 
employees and 500,000 # sales a year.  

These companies have regional difficult market conditions since the entire clothing and 
textile sector has not grown historically in MV. This MV has a few skilled workers and an 
industry-specific network is missing. Accordingly, an understanding of the sector-specific 
issues in MV as with authorities or banks is not very pronounced. The entrepreneurs of 
fashion SMEs in MV are regionally oriented, so they resort to local and regional 
opportunities eg. for production. Part of the contracts are awarded to sheltered workshops 
in MV that some even operate their own products. 168 of 24 companies with a total of 143 
sheltered workshops9 in MV stated that perform contract work in the textile and leather 
sector by sewing, weaving, embroidery and prepare yourself products such as clothing, 
home and household textiles. Designers and labels sometimes use this service to 
manufacture their collections and for the production of small series. 
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An entire craft - manufacturing, processing and finishing of textiles and clothing is not 
made in MV as vocational training available, although there is a need for these technical 
skills. The show include the 200 secondary move occupationally workers and the demand 
in the community colleges for textile design. 

The folk high schools offer a first insight into the basic crafts. 16 of the 19 community 
colleges in MV10 offer courses for textile design with rising demand especially by young 
participants in. The courses for apparel such as sewing, patchwork and knitting are 
especially in cities such as Rostock asked. Three parallel courses in sewing are currently 
booked in Rostock. A first leadership in the areas of textile spinning, weaving and felting 
offer some adult education centers as Northwest Mecklenburg, Rostock and 
Neubrandenburg. 
In rural areas, the demand is also increased even among the under 25 year olds towards, 
but there are increased barriers between the access routes. The majority of the sub¬ 
participating are women who want to attend the courses, which take place partly at night, 
especially in winter. The long Directions in cold and darkness keeps them partially from11. 
These mobility barriers especially for women presented IMPULS MV in their brochure 
"Mobility in rural areas" also determined. 

 
In addition to the meaningful activity for people what psychologists, such as neuro ¬ 
biologist Prof. Dr. Gerald Huether and sociologists see, inter alia, in its own production of a 
product from start to finish, this creative craft has simultaneously a positive impact on the 
agricultural economy. This can be seen in other states such as Baden-Württemberg, 
Bavaria, Saxony. Here increases with the yarn, for example, the wool -giving sheep and 
goats zu.12 
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Through a lack of structural development and support for the professionalization, such as 
development of business and entrepreneurship skills in the field of fashion the structure of 
the company is very fragmented and a Market orientation and market presence seemingly 
little present. The entrepreneurs seem few resources (capital and labor) to Availability 
checked, so that not all areas of the value chain can be covered. Only 52% of companies in 
the textile and clothing industry in MV have a website, making it difficult to regional and 
national marketing. This suggests that these are the possibilities of Internet use for 
marketing is not known and / or the know-how and the time resources for missing, as is 
known to self-employment in the creative industries, for other studies. 

3. Education and training for the apparel and textile industry in MV 

The vocational training is according to § 1 ( 4) BBiG to get the vocational skills and to adapt 
or expand and professionally ascend. However, as a professional act must first be 
developed, an overview of the training in the field of clothing and textile is procured here. 

In order to analyze the training for the apparel and textile SMEs , a summary of the relevant 
professions and their training opportunities of this industrial area is required. According to 
§ 1 of the Federal Education Law shows 4 fields: 

1. Preparation for the training 

2. Professional Training 

3. Further training and 

4. Retraining  

 
3.1 Professional Training for the apparel and textile industry in MV 

In the political and administrative orientation, the clothing and textile industry is not in 
focus - as well as in the vocational education and training. The Job Training ¬ catalog for 
MV contains besides the textile cleaner / in no profession from the craft and industrial area 
for textile and fashion. Accordingly, a lack of skilled personnel in public vocational schools 
and colleges in MV ausgebildet.13 In the reduction of the 23 public vocational schools in 17 
of these professions were also not considered and exacerbated the conditions of access by 
the increased mobility of young people from the rural areas. Here are forward-looking 
training accordingly asked the structural conditions of the country MV.  
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34% of the unemployed people were young people (25 to 35 years) finding no 
professional training in 2012. As the employment agency , as the manufacturing sector for 
young people without vocational training one of the few working possibilities.14 This 
means that the clothing and textile industry represents a potential of jobs for young 
people without vocational training and beyond. 

 
3.1.1 Professional Training Development 

For the development of fashion, there are two educational institutions in MV, the private 
Design Schwerin School in Fashion Design and the University of Wismar in product design 
for jewelry. In order to develop innovative products and business models for fashion and 
textiles, which is not sufficient. The integration of IT and fashion represent interesting 
development opportunities, such as the 3D custom made or for the clothing logistics. 

 
3.1.2 Professional Education Production 

For production in the fashion industry, according to General Association Textile + Mode15 
different professionals are needed with the following occupations in education, which are 
not offered in MV up to dry cleaning. 

Clothing 
• Fashion sewer (since 2010 Chamber of Commerce degree ) 

• Fashion tailor (since 2010 Chamber of Commerce degree ), it includes change and tailors  

Textile ( Chamber of Crafts ) 

• Product designer textile  

• Product tuner textile 

• Product Testers 

• Production Mechanic textile 

• Technical fabricator 

• Labotary Assistant Textile 

• Textile Cleaner  
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For some professions, such as tailoring apprenticeships change in MV are offered. The 
vocational school is located, however, in another state, such as Schleswig -Holstein, which 
makes the acceptance of vocational training in this area. Also no trades for textile design 
and processing are trained in MV or there is the possibility for further education. This 
makes the creation and growth of companies in the clothing and textile industry. 

 
3.1.3 Professional Training Marketing / Sales / Trade / HR 

The commercial occupations are not trained specifically for the fashion industry , ever 
nevertheless used in the form of the following basic professions of fashion SMEs: 

• Marketing Communications 

• Retailing 

• Human Resources 

• Office Clerk 

 
3.2 Training situation in MV 

3.2.1 Training Design / Development 

 
The creative and design skills of young people in MV towards fashion are developed 
professionally by the private design school Schwerin. Since 2004 the fashion profession is 
offered as a higher vocational education and since semester 2013/14 as a university 
Bachelor's degree in private school. For the development of textiles that would be 
interesting due to the aforementioned raw materials , there are no training programs in 
MV . A possibility for innovative products to the fashion and Textile was created with the 
Baltic Fashion Days in Heringsdorf for MV. Networking of the creative areas is done with 
the creative meeting stimulated by the initiative creative industries. 
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3.2.2 Training Production 

Similar to the training there for training in clothing and Textile no industry-specific training 
offers with the exception of higher education studies at the Design School Schwerin since 
semester 2013/2014. The procurement and production of clothing and textiles, for 
example, from Knitted abroad, are subject to special features of the raw materials and 
pollutants and corresponding import conditions on the use, there is no training in MV. 

 
3.2.3 Training Marketing / Sales / Trade 

Since most companies are solo self-employed or have a few employees, the marketing is 
often neglected. A professional knowledge of this area is rarely available because 
marketing is integrated into the vocational training of the clothing and textile industry 
little.  

Marketing is a business issue and a communication issue that is offered in both areas as 
higher education, such as business administration at the University of Applied Sciences 
Stralsund or online seminar at the University of Wismar on the Baltic or collage in Schwerin 
in the field of communication. However, often lack of time, capital and contacts to 
integrate this knowledge into the company. 

The sales and trading needs in the clothing and textile sector a special training. Here are 
the classic structures of sales via fairs and interim dealer or sales agencies to retailers and 
chain stores mentioned. The high entry barriers for companies in the apparel and textile 
industry are in the trust of buyers, creativity and sensitivity of the young label. Two to four 
collections, each with up to 30 different parts in the year must be financed for the 
development and are sold according to numbers. On measuring only the labels and textile 
manufacturers are taken into account by the middlemen and buyers usually that suggest a 
reliability for the following years. Another way of marketing offer sales agencies that 
provide multiple labels directly boutiques and chain stores. Also the multi-level marketing 
has once again pleased a popularity and is applied just in the laundry area by selling 
parties. 
The most innovative and most promising area for the establishment of a fashion company 
seems to be on the internet. Various marketing platforms are possible here and are 
currently used rarely optimal. For this variety of marketing activities, there is no 
opportunity for further education in MV. 
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3.2.4 Training Business Administration and computer science 

In order to strengthen the company growth, we need a strategic proccess with an 
interdisciplinary knowledge in the areas of finance, human resources, IT / logistics, product 
management and marketing. These are classic professional business topics that will be 
used in further studies as a fashion and textile management specific to the industry, 
however, are not offered in MV. 

 
3.2.5 training business skills 

The training for the development of entrepreneurial skills was only after 2000 that the EU 
focus on entrepreneurial thinking and action. In this context, for founders and 
entrepreneurs different platforms such as the Rostock Entrepreneurs Initiative - ROXI , 
Entrepreneurs Club Rostock, www.gruender-mv.de emerged that provides training 
opportunities. Especially in a university environment entrepreneurial ambitions in MV are 
supported, for example, the Center for Entrepreneurship Rostock with the Exist program or 
MVpreneurDay. Women in the Economy eV Rostock offers specifically for women 
foundation courses, special courses, advice, success teams and network activities. Round 
tables for self-employed and entrepreneurs are also in Stralsund, Greifswald, 
Neubrandenburg. However, the challenge for entrepreneurs in the fashion industry is the 
fast-paced complexity : from the identification of trends that the sense of products, the 
creative power, development of innovative business models and the classical 
management performance of manufacturing companies with innovative logistics and 
marketing. These challenges so far the entrepreneurs of the Fashion Branch in MV have 
made only sporadic or due to lack of resources can provide. Corresponding rates for the 
sector, taking into account this complexity, it is not in MV. 

 
Training on the job offers as possible to industry insiders that strengthen the business skills 
and take practice accompanying the specific needs , are , according to Norbert Schulz 
(RKW ) , the representative of the Federal Initiative creative industries, but not yet in MV 
available.  

The traditional providers of capital, services and authorities in MV currently do not yet have 
an understanding of this industry. 
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4 development potential of a garment and textile industry in MV 

For the clothing and textile industry in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, there is no structure. 
Although without any state help, companies have settled and enforced in MV.  

This has a potential, a formative, creative and craft area will be in the future always, 
sustainable, innovative and technology developing-oriented to promote and build. 

 
4.1 Potentials of vocational education and training in the fashion industry in MV 
A professional education and training in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern build for the clothing 
and textile industry, is an opportunity to develop an educational system according to the 
technological requirements of a promising future. An online professional school with 
training opportunities in the clothing and textile sector would achieve more than just a 
small group of trainees. It is possible to place interdisciplinary deals that are directly 
tailored to the fashion industry. The online classes can be linked to presence dates on 
which part, be measured intermediate and final results or presented through project work. 
About experiences in the field of online education, the University of Wismar has with their 
online business degree. The practical training can be done in the existing company, 
sheltered workshops or in newly developed creative manufacturers. Thus, the structural 
conditions, especially the rural justice who that. A development of education and training 
in the fashion industry lies next to the professionals training primarily a development of 
creative, reflective and business skills that can be used alongside the fashion industry for 
many other areas in turn. 

 
4.1.1 Professional Education and Training 

For the development of clothing and textile industries, the IHK certified professionals 
would fashion sewers and fashion tailors and crafts product designer / in textile and 
product finishers / in Textile necessary basic professions that can be tailored to the target 
group of a formal education to secondary school. For a perspective during and after 
training, or towards independence cooperation with designers and young fashion labels 
from MV can be searched to Berlin or Bremen who wish to produce their collections and 
materials as close as possible and environmentally conscious. Also, a collaboration with the 
fashion design school Schwerin, Wismar University or the ESMOD Berlin, whose focus  
activity, the development of materials and their applications. 
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4.1.2 Further Training 

The most important training topics that require not only the small and micro-enterprises in 
the fashion industry, are to raise capital for organizational development and delegating 
tasks / components, to sales and marketing, use of the Internet and commercial skills (such 
as calculation, short-to long-term planning, contracts, licenses). However, these training 
courses are practice-related to their situation on and the industry necessary, amended. An 
appropriate offer for the sector could, for example, the University of Wismar be developed 
with the University of Rostock and the Fashion Design School Schwerin in a common 
program. An expansion of the mentoring program in MV for the fashion industry would 
also be helpful, which was successfully taken already at the fashion label Sarazul to build 
an online store to complete. Coaching directly for the fashion industry possibly in the 
context of the creative economy have proven successful in other states. 
Furthermore, a training of interdisciplinary and entrepreneurial thinking and action is 
recommended in the interest of the structure of MV. As mentioned a few companies in MV, 
the clothing and textile production is linked with tourism. Whether holiday on the farm to 
the processing of wool to the finished garment, creative courses in apparel and textile 
manufacturing for tourists in resort towns, or sale of locally produced products, these are 
all offers that even more, for example, in the Hotels can be applied and developed in 
colabor. The most important starting point here are the local and regional market 
orientation and the mutual use of the regional potentials. 

Since a missing or weak growth usually associated with external or inner barriers and 
blockages, these are to be found to identify, grace in the first place and ways to solve. For 
this purpose, a training program "Entrepreneurship as a life strategy" has been developed 
which, the strengths and weaknesses of the professional orientation and personal 
blockages dealing with one's own person. Following is developed in a creative process by 
the Design Thinking method based on the different approaches of the participants a way 
to achieve the professional / business objective or to solve their problem. With the 
placement of this technique easier benefits solutions can be found in a row. This program 
can also be used for other sectors of the economy. According to different providers in MV 
and women in the economy eV, or consulting companies, this program is available. 
A nationwide network of the industry could better represent the needs of the industry 
towards politics and administration.  
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The EU Baltic Fashion project has created a successful platform that can be expanded in 
the future for the clothing and textile industry in MV on. An internet platform for both: an 
information and marketing tool and a support instrument for the entire industry, would be 
useful here. 

An online academy with regional technical advisors could be installed here that treat all 
designated problem areas in each of the tools accompanying practice and contribute to 
the growth of companies in the industry. Industry meetings regionally and beyond could 
be expanded, for example, with the Baltic Fashion Days at the Baltic Fashion Award for the 
intensive networking of the industry in MV and with further developments. 
 

4.2 Structural potentials of the garment and textile industry in MV 
 

In consideration of the value chain are seen for the clothing industry and the textile 
industry following potentials. 

 
4.2.1 Raw materials / purchasing / procurement 

In MV, there are a variety of raw materials for the textile and clothing industry, which are 
processed only in a small scale and micro-enterprises in MV and represent a potential for 
the development of a regional textile industry. 

Of the animals that are regionally located, the fur / leather of goat, sheep and alpaca may 
include the wool are used as well as the leather of cattle. The Bedens tiller were also 
resettled. A Renaissance experience the fiber plants such as flax and hemp and nettle, 
whose positive drugs (antibacterial) is rediscovered just for the textile sector. The seaweed 
/ kelp far more troublesome waste product at the beach for some time is the focus of 
Biotechnologie16 in MV, which has so far seen the potential for the cosmetics and food 
industry, however, the textile industry was still largely ignored. 

With the development of sustainable clothing and textile industry, which is based on 
regional, natural and renewable resources, trends can be taken that could prevail with 
various fashion labels already, as Umsa Berlin and national suppliers. The opportunity is to 
develop decentralized manufactories, which corresponds and future process these raw 
materials in the structure of MV. For this, however professions to develop and process the 
raw materials necessary and professions are who see the potential of the raw materials and 
develop, which are currently being trained in MV and not only as a designer.  
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With an education in the craft sector locally people with low educational attainment are 
involved and a further education could lead to a growth of the industry. In cooperation 
with the agricultural economy, the education and further education, the existing 
businesses and the support of cities / towns, it is possible the clothing and textile industry 
in Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania to develop an innovative and sustainable industry. 

 The EU Commission wants to support the innovative development of the fashion industry 
with the programs Horizon 2020 and COSME.17 

 
4.2.2 Research / Development / Design 

A direct research for clothing and textile does not exist in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern. The 
existing private Design School in Schwerin and Wismar University with its specialization in 
engineering, business and design could be starting points for nano textiles here. The 
University of Rostock, with the Faculties of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences for 
research focus (research focus AGRICOAST - Sustainable use of resources are useful in 
coastal agricultural landscapes) as well as sociology and economics (research areas such as 
social structure, demographic change and Regional economy/KMU) could support the 
development of the industry Fashion / Apparel / Textile interdisciplinary. 

 
4.2.3 Production Production / Manufacturing 

Due to the low wage levels and the available raw materials upgrading of existing and the 
development of other production companies in both the clothing as well as in the textile 
sector would be initially in the manufacture extent possible and recommended. 
The shortage of skilled labor could be done by poaching released specialists from other 
offer that have properties trainers to train professionals for the manufacturing and 
production in both the textile and the clothing in MV. One option might be additionally 
the existing structure and equipment of the prevents workshops for practical training to 
use. A potential for a successful production here is also close to Berlin, where designers 
and labels smaller productions would like to produce the most cost effective and close to 
the village. 
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4.2.4 Marketing / Sales / Trade 

As described above, the marketing potential is not even as exploited in the regional 
environment much about Mecklenburg-Vorpommern addition. If the company an 
appropriate marketing strategy and with the other suppliers in the value chain the 
regional market and the potential of tourism and with a suitable Internet presence and 
marketing the national marketing, a development and growth of the company and this 
industry is possible. The classic distribution possibilities via trade fairs and direct sales are 
then added yet. Here it would be possible to set up a marketing network to use, for 
example, common presentation options such Baltic Fashion Award, or on national and 
international fairs. 

 
4.2.5 Entrepreneurial Potentials / business models 

Special potentials are for the fashion industry to look after the EU Commission working 
paper in the new  web-based business models. Along the supply chain, each individual 
process step are checked for existing business models and / or develop new ones. This 
could be promising in the cooperation between research, development and the 
companies in the fashion industry in conjunction hand of renewable resources nettle and 
kelp success. A corresponding state program "Innovative / Sustainable textiles and fashion 
from MV", which integrates the actors along the value chain, could mean a increase in this 
area and includes innovation potential for the BMBF Programme Innovation Forum. 

 
5 Conclusion 

The industry for the manufacture of clothing and textiles was not developed historically in 
MV. Accordingly, there is only little professional training range offering specifically for this 
area. Only the private Design School Schwerin for fashion design and the University of 
Wismar from product designers for jewelry. Training on corporate governance and 
business creation are not specifically geared to the fashion industry, they need due to their 
short development periods, conditions and peculiarities in the paragraph. This suggests 
growth potential, as well as for professional development because growing interest for the 
development and production of textiles and clothing to 
- even in young people.  
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The existing renewable resources (kelp, nettle) present here among other things, an 
innovation potential for the state of Mecklenburg-Vorpommern. Considering an 
interdisciplinary collaboration between research, development and business in the fashion 
industry MV could be set up as an innovation network. The non-existing structures could 
therefore represent a potential for new development of an innovative and future-oriented 
professional education and training fort he whole industry. An online Academy could train 
the professionals. Industry-specific training on the professionalization and growth could 
stimulate in this way to new business models via internet, which could be transferred to 
other industries. 
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Community colleges Mecklenburg-Vorpommern 
 

Community College North Western Pomerania 
Lace making, felting, sewing, tailoring, knitting, crochet, patch, Quilting 
Drive Seeser Chaussee 4 18507 Pommern 
Community College Northwest Mecklenburg 
Sewing, patching, knitting, felting, spinning, weaving 
Fritz-Reuter-Str. 15 19205 Gadebusch 
United community colleges Vorpommern-Greifswald, Anklam / Wolgast 
Felting, sewing, patching 
Mühlenstr. 8d 17389 Anklam 
Location Pasewalk 
Patching, sewing, tailoring 
Community College of Greifswald 
offered nothing 
Martin-Luther-Str. 7a 17489 Greifswald 
Kreisvolkshochschule Ludwigslust-Parchim 
Dressmaking, lacemaking, wicker, colors (set up), knitting, crochet 
Garnisonsstr. 1 19288 Ludwigslust 
Community College Rostock 
Spinning, weaving, felting, sewing 
On Kabutzenhof 20a 18057 Rostock 
High school in Bad Doberan 
Dressmaking, patchwork 
New Series 50 18209 Bad Doberan 
Community College Schwerin 
Felting, sewing. Patching, quilting, lace making 
Puschkinstr. 13 19055 Schwerin 
High school Güstrow 
Knitting 
J. Brinckmann-Str. 4 18273 Güstrow 
Community College LK Mecklenburg Lake District Neustrelitz  
offered nothing 
Hittenkoferstr.28 17235 Neustrelitz 
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Location Demmin 
Tailors, patching 
Saarstraße 22b 17109 Demmin 
Community College Neubrandenburg 
Patching, spinning, knitting and crochet 
Bienenweg 1 17033 Neubrandenburg 
Location Stralsund 
Felting, sewing, knitting 
Friedrich-Engels-Str. 28 18437 Stralsund 
High school Rügen 
Tailors, patching, felting, jewelry 
Schulstr. 2 18528 Bergen 
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